In-process microbial testing: statistical properties of a rapid alternative to compendial enumeration methods.
In-process tests are used between manufacturing steps to avoid the cost of further processing material that is apt to fail its final tests. Rapid microbiological methods that return simple negative or positive results are attractive in this context because they are faster than the compendial methods used at product release. However, using a single such test will not reliably detect barely unacceptable material (sensitivity) without generating an undesirable number of false rejections (poor specificity). We quantify how to achieve a balance between the risks of false acceptance and false rejection by performing multiple rapid microbiological methods and applying an acceptance rule. We show how the end user can use a simple (and novel) graph to choose a sample size, the number of samples, and an acceptance rule that yield a good balance between the two risks while taking cost (number of tests) into account. In-process tests are used between manufacturing steps to avoid the cost of further processing material that is apt to fail its final tests. Rapid microbiological methods that return simple negative or positive results are attractive in this context because they are faster than the compendial methods used at product release. However, using a single such test will not reliably detect barely unacceptable material (sensitivity) without generating an undesirable number of false rejections (poor specificity). We quantify how to achieve a balance between the risks of false acceptance and false rejection by performing multiple rapid microbiological methods and applying an acceptance rule. We show how the end user can use a simple (and novel) graph to choose a sample size, the number of samples, and an acceptance rule that yield a good balance between the two risks while taking cost (number of tests) into account.